Performance degradation of Nb 3 Sn cable-in-conduit-conductors (CICCs) is a critical issue in large-scale magnet design such as in the International Thermonuclear Experimental Reactor (ITER) and the series-connected hybrid (SCH) magnets currently under development at the National High Magnetic Field Laboratory (NHMFL). The critical current Ic of Nb 3 Sn conductors is strongly affected by thermal pre-strain in strand filaments in a CICC from differential thermal contraction between strands and conduit during cooling down after heat treatment. Mitchell and Nijhuis recently introduced strand bending under locally accumulated Lorentz force for the interpretation of observed transverse load degradation, defined as the Ic reduction due to strand bending and contact stress at strand crossing with respect to the expected Ic from strand data at the thermal compressive strain. In this paper, a new numerical model of CICC performance has been developed based upon earlier work by Mitchell and Nijhuis. The new model, called the Florida electro-mechanical cable model (FEMCAM), combines the thermal bending effects during cooling down and the electromagnetic bending effects during magnet operation, as well as effects due to strand filament fracture. We present the FEMCAM formulation and benchmark the results against about 40 conductor tests of first-cycle performance and 20 tests that include cyclic loading. We also consider the effects of different jacketing materials on CICC performance. We conclude that FEMCAM can be a helpful tool for the design of Nb 3 Sn-based CICCs and that both thermal bending and transverse bending play important roles in the performance of Nb 3 Sn CICCs.
Introduction
Cable-in-conduit-conductors (CICCs) using Nb 3 Sn superconducting wire have been developed for use in fusion machines such as the ITER and have also been employed in large high-field dc magnets such as the 45 T hybrid magnet at the NHMFL. Prior to 2006, the measured critical current or temperature margin of such conductors typically agreed fairly well with the expected values, as shown in figure 1 .
The disagreement between predicted and expected values was referred to by various names such as 'degradation'. A magnet designer could design a magnet using fairly simple rules and assume the additional degradation would be 20% or less . However, in 2006, data became available for two conductors which had critical currents much lower than anticipated, with degradation as high as 50%. Also that year cyclic testing of conductors revealed degradation increasing with cycling. The NHMFL is developing resistivesuperconducting hybrid magnets with fields in the 25-42 T range and we intend to use Nb 3 Sn CICCs for these magnets. We were facing two critical questions: (1) what will be the critical current of the CICC the first time it is energized? and (2) will it degrade further as the magnet is cycled? This paper presents our responses to these questions.
Historical perspective
Strain sensitivity of multi-filamentary Nb 3 Sn strands has been known since the 1970s when Ekin first published his measurements of strain dependence of the critical current and critical field based on strand axial tension-compression tests [1, 2] . The idea of Ic degradation due to bending strain in multi-filamentary Nb 3 Sn strands was first introduced by Ekin in 1980 [2] . The effect of transverse compression on the critical current and upper critical field of Nb 3 Sn strands was also introduced by Ekin in the late 1980s [3] .
Developing a precise model of the strain in the Nb 3 Sn of a CICC is quite difficult as interactions at multiple length scales are important, as indicated in figure 2. Thermal mismatch between the cable and the conduit happens on a length scale ranging between millimeters and meters. Lorentz forces are transmitted between strands on a length scale measured in millimeters. Thermal mismatch between the filaments and the matrix of the strand as well as filament fracture occur on a micron scale. In addition, a precise model would include such nonlinear effects as contact and plasticity. Accurate prediction of CICC performance is a multi-physics domain problem, involving not only strand mechanical interactions, strand and superconducting filament material properties, but also current transfer among filaments and current transfer among strands in a CICC.
In the 1990s, Specking's studies of thermal pre-strain in pull tests of the ITER sub-size CICC samples indicate that the measured conductor Ic degrades drastically with respect to Ic at zero intrinsic strain, as a result of the compressive thermal prestrain applied on the Nb 3 Sn filaments [6, 7] . More specifically, in Nb 3 Sn CICCs using steel conduits, the cable critical current decreases by ∼50% at the initial pre-strain or zero applied strain relative to the measured peak Ic with axial pre-strain removed. In 2000, the Ic degradation due to thermal pre-strain was also observed in Bruzzone's SeCRETS tests [10] . Since there is no way to directly measure the thermal pre-strain for a strand cabled inside the jacket, in this work, performance degradation of CICCs was defined as the Ic reduction at zero applied strain with respect to expected Ic from strand data. This is a good normalized measure of Ic degradation used today after transverse load degradation due to strand bending has been realized and carefully studied.
In 2002, Bruzzone [11] studied the global effects of cyclic degradation on conductor performance and proposed a 'quasi-universal' curve that agrees with data from six different experiments to predict an upper boundary in transverse I × B pressure versus void fraction, below which there will be no fatigue effect, when the combination of transverse pressure and local void fraction are sufficiently low. Bruzzone's curve is the first design-relevant tool although it may not be universal since strand type and cable pattern, strongly affecting evolution of the strand damage from the first cooling down, are not included. In 2004, Schultz and Titus [17] also tried to quantify the effect of transverse pressure as an important parameter introducing strain degradation of CICCs. They believe that the internal I × B load on a cable presses the strands from layer to layer and introduces transverse magnetic load on the strand superconducting filaments. The compressive load from thermal mismatch is added to the load due to transverse pressure to increase performance degradation due to strain. If transverse load exceeds a level that increases the tensile stress locally in an Nb 3 Sn filament beyond its ultimate strength, the filament breaks. This is the cause of irreversible damage in the Nb 3 Sn superconductor. From 2000-2003, the five ITER model coil test results indicate that it is unlikely that the unexpectedly large performance degradation is caused solely by the axial thermal contraction because the total amount of contraction is not sufficient to cause that. A 1D additional strain model based on parameter fitting to measurements was introduced by Mitchell to explain the central solenoid model coil (CSMC) and toroidal field model coil (TFMC) test data [14] . In this model, one assumes that there is an additional strain that we need to add to the original strand correlation to accurately predict the strand properties in a CICC.
In 2003, Mitchell [15] first proposed strand bending as a result of elastic beam buckling due to differential thermal contraction during cooling down after heat treatment. In 2005, Mitchell [20] developed a new CICC model by assuming that the strands in the cable experience severe bending due to locally accumulated Lorentz force, since strands are supported only at the crossover points. This causes changes of critical currents in the filaments and substantial inter-filament current transfer. Nijhuis and Ilyin [23] further investigated pinching of the strands by electromagnetic forces at strand crossing and how pinching causes changes of Ic in the filaments and substantial current transfer. A multi-stage beam bending model called transverse electromagnetic load optimization (TEMLOP) has been developed in 2006.
Recent ITER advanced-strand conductor tests and TARSIS measurements in 2006 [24] [25] [26] [27] [28] [29] further confirmed that the performance degradation with respect to strand data is not only due to the axial thermal contraction, but also transverse load degradation as a result of severe bending of strands in the cable. Several numerical models have been developed to understand CICC cable behavior. However, to the best of our knowledge, none of these models have been successfully benchmarked against a significant number of CICC tests. In this paper, we introduce the Florida electromechanical cable model (FEMCAM) based upon previous work by Mitchell and Nijhuis and benchmark the model against ∼40 different CICC tests. We demonstrate that FEMCAM is a self-consistent model incorporating important bending effects caused by differential thermal contraction and filament fracture to better predict CICC performance.
FEMCAM formulation
Typically, cable models assume strands are straight in a CICC cable and strands have a uniform axial compression of ∼0.65% for a stainless steel (SS) jacket [14] . The cable Ic is predicted from the strand strain sensitivity curve based on the −0.65% reference thermal strain for the SS jacket and bending effects are completely neglected.
Thermal strain: compression and bending
When a CICC is cabled, the strands in the CICC have a waviness shape that can be described as a multi-stage helix in the 3D cable space. During cooling down after heat treatment, the conduit contracts much more than the strands due to differential thermal expansion. Therefore, the thermal loads on the strands by the jacket can create a large local axial strain as well as bending strains on individual strands.
Instead of a complex 3D strand model, we follow Mitchell's lead [15] and simplify the geometry of a multi-stage helix by assuming initially strands have a sinusoidal shape and solve the deflection of strands under thermal contraction with the Timoshenko beam-column theory. We also assume that all strands in the cable experience the same thermal bending effects. The strands supported at crossover points with other strands in the cable have limited degree of flexibility due to transverse constraint forces and tend to deform by a combination of bending and compression, rather than simple longitudinal compression. We assume a strand in the cable is fully clamped at one end of the beam and has periodic supports that prevent transverse displacement and rotation but allow axial translation as shown in figure 3 . Let
where v 0 is the initial strand deflection due to cabling, L the strand bending wavelength and a the amplitude of the strand waviness, assumed to have a simple relation with the average twist angle θ of strands with respect to the cable axis. The initial strand deflection v 0 can therefore be determined from an assumed bending wavelength L and a measured cable average twist angle θ via equation (1) for a CICC conductor. Let v be the additional strand displacement along y under a transverse constraint force H and an equivalent axial force P along x due to differential thermal contraction. Therefore the bending moment and the differential equation of the deflection curve for a beam under combined axial and lateral loads are
where k 2 = P/E I and P is the equivalent axial force due to differential thermal contraction. The E and I are strand axial modulus and moment of inertia, respectively. The solution to equation (3) for a strand in compression is 
The solutions satisfying the given boundary conditions are
The initial value of load P is calculated from a given thermal mismatch strain (i.e. −0.65% intrinsic strain for a SS conduit), strand modulus E and strand cross-sectional area A s . For small lateral displacements, the total axial thermal contraction is calculated by superimposing the contribution due to uniform axial compression on that due to lateral displacement as follows [31, p 54]:
The load P is solved from equations (1), (4) and (7) iteratively for the given thermal strain or total axial thermal contraction. The thermal bending strain of a strand in a CICC is computed from the bending moment in (2) . Because of the strand's waviness and transverse cable constraint, the compressive thermal strain cannot prevent strands from sustaining a high bending strain. Figure 4 presents the strand initial deflection due to cabling, the additional bending deflection, bending strain and the axial compressive strain due to differential thermal contraction for the ITER TFAS1 conductor [28] . This process can be described as cabled strands deforming under the combination of axial compressive forces and transverse constraint forces. The compressive strain magnitude is less than the 0.65% prescribed thermal mismatch strain because of bending. Please see the appendix for a detailed discussion of the errors associated with the assumption of a sinusoidal strand instead of a helical one.
Transverse Lorentz force: bending
The bending strain due to locally accumulated magnetic load is calculated based on the TEMLOP formulation developed by Nijhuis and Ilyin [23] . The TEMLOP model describes strand mechanical interactions within a CICC by bending of clamped beams and contact stress at strand crossing. The initial cable size is derived from the strand diameter, number of strands, cable void fraction and twist pitch angle. The strands are assumed to be uniformly distributed with regular spacing inside the cable cross section. The maximum available spacing between adjacent strands is then calculated and used as a constraint for bending. A multi-stage beam bending is developed from layer to layer in the cable and the bending strain calculation is driven by locally accumulated Lorentz force at strand crossing. At each bending stage, when the deflection of a strand from top layers reaches the maximum space for bending, the strand starts to make contact with strands from the bottom layer and it immediately becomes a support for the next stage of bending, where the bending wavelength and the concentrated magnetic force due to load accumulation reduce by half. As a consequence, the strand contact area at crossover points and the number of pinching points are also doubled. As we go deeper from layer to layer inside the cable, the magnetic forces accumulated from toplayer strands become more and more uniformly distributed along strands in the bottom layers. The deleterious effects of pinching at the bottom support are also included in the contact stress calculation. Figure 5 represents the multi-stage bending formulation describing strand mechanical interaction in the cable. The thermal bending model in figure 3 corresponds to the first-stage electromagnetic bending in figure 5 and it is the only bending stage for thermal bending strain calculation, because the thermal bending deflection is generally smaller than the maximum allowable space for bending.
Given the cabling pattern, twist pitch, conductor shape and void fraction, the bending wavelength should be determined. However, the bending wavelength also depends on the manufacturing process when cabled strands are swaged into the CICC jacket, which is difficult to model without a detailed nonlinear finite element analysis. At present FEMCAM cannot correlate cabling twist pitch to bending wavelength. Several previous tests [12, 23] , however, demonstrated that the actual average wavelength for crossing strands determined from disassembled full-size or sub-size ITER conductors is ∼6 mm. Therefore, we choose the performance at 6 mm bending wavelength from the model analysis in this study.
We also assume that the average strand twist angle θ can be measured for each cabling stage. For example, cos θ ∼ 0.95 was measured for the ITER TFAS1 conductors.
A fundamental assumption in FEMCAM formulation is that we use all point contacts at strand crossover points, instead of a more realistic partial line contact. Should the cabled strands be approximated as beams on elastic foundations or beams clamped at both ends? This is directly related to the bending wavelength calculation. Although recent studies based on TEMLOP and the experiments on the ITER TFPRO-OST2 sample suggest that longer twist pitches give better conductor performance [34, 39] , it is not so clear how quantitatively the bending wavelength is related to cable twist pitches. With increasing twist pitches, we either have greater bending wavelength or keep the same bending wavelength, but a greater beam support length. We have also tried to model the cabled strands as beams on elastic foundations but with little success.
The exact behavior of strands in a CICC is still not well understood. In reality, the thermal load effect is combined with the magnetic load effect in a very nonlinear fashion. We add the maximum thermal bending strain to the bending strain due to locally accumulated Lorentz force to obtain the total bending strain ε b . The total bending strain is then used to carry out Ekin integration in (8) to estimate Ic degradation due to bending from the axial strain sensitivity curve described in the Summers scaling law [4] . Recent TARSIS measurements for some of the ITER model coil strands indicate that the reduced Ic can be largely described by full inter-filament current transfer or low inter-filament resistivity limit [23] . Therefore, the Ic for strands of a circular shape can be expressed as [1] I c I cm
with Icm the Ic at the calculated axial compressive strain ε i . Previous study of ITER conductors [40] suggested that the resistances in a CICC cable are not sufficiently low to transfer the current between the strands on a length of halftwist pitch of the longest cabling twist pitch of about 450 mm at electrical fields of several μV m −1 . In some short full-size ITER conductors, the measured voltage-current signals seem to show a non-uniform current distribution [41] . This current non-uniformity may affect accurate assessment of performance degradation. However, it is not the main focus of this work as there is no consistent evidence suggesting that this may dominate CICC performance degradation.
A number of models describing the critical parameters of Nb 3 Sn strands have been developed in the past few years. The Summers scaling law [4] is a direct extension of Ekin's power law strain function for a unified scaling of critical field and critical temperature. The deviatoric strain model involving both axial and transverse compressive strain effects has been used to interpret local strain dependence of the critical properties of Nb 3 Sn conductors [8] . The deviatoric strain model takes account of the bending effect by a uniaxial filamentary strain that varies sinusoidally with position. However, due to the lack of measurement data, we do not use the deviatoric strain model in this work. The Durham scaling law proposed by Taylor and Hampshire [21] Figure 6. Bending deflection, bending strain due to thermal load and that due to Lorentz force and axial strain distribution along a strand in the ITER TFAS1 conductor, obtained from FEMCAM analysis at 6 mm wavelength.
is based on a different pinning force scaling to obtain the temperature and strain dependence of the critical field and critical temperature. The invariant strain function recently proposed by Markiewicz [22] has many advantages but is not presently included in a complete strain scaling law.
Recent measurements of advanced strands indicate that the Summers scaling law overestimates Ic at compressive strains higher than ∼0.5% and the Durham scaling law is becoming popular. However, we want to benchmark our numerical results against CICC tests conducted in the past for which the Summers scaling is available and the Durham scaling (requiring Walters' spring characterization) is not. In addition, selection of the negative c factors in the Durham scaling law may cause bad behavior for higher than ∼1.5% compressive strains. For example, the Ic versus strain sensitivity curve from the Twente measurements of the OST strands [30] is not well defined at compressive strains higher than 1.2%. As FEMCAM predicts total strains as high as 1.6%, the Summers scaling law is simpler to use. Although our formulation is applicable to any scaling law, we use the Summers law to benchmark our results against predictions. The ITER strand strain scaling relation is introduced recently as a new standard based on a study of previous scaling laws. We will consider using it for future comparisons once all the strand parameters become publicly available.
Previous micrographic studies suggest that filament fracture of Nb 3 Sn superconductors is the main reason for irreversible degradation [13] . In FEMCAM, we assume filament critical current drops to zero in Ekin's integration if filament tensile strain is greater than the measured strand irreversible limit. Figure 6 presents bending strain variations along the deformed strand due to thermal contraction and that due to locally accumulated magnetic load as computed by FEMCAM for the ITER TFAS1 conductor. Figure 6 also shows the strand axial strain variation and contact stress at strand crossing points. The axial compressive strain magnitude is smaller than the thermal mismatch strain due to strand bending. The total bending strain is the summation of thermal bending strain and the bending strain due to magnetic load. In our analysis, we use the total peak bending strain and the maximum compressive thermal strain as the inputs to Ekin's integration in equation (8) to compute the Ic degradation due to bending. We neglected the shear strain effect simply because shear strain is small and reaches its minimum at the strand outer diameter, where there is no superconductor. The maximum axial compression, the maximum bending and the maximum transverse compression are all co-incident as shown in figure 6 . This not only justifies our simple summation of the bending strains but also implies that the strand crossing contacts are the weakest point along the strand. We simply use the strand Ic at the weakest point to predict cable performance without introducing an averaging process along the strand or considering voltage introduced with current transfer. The transverse compressive stress sensitivity is assumed to be the same as measured in [23] for all strands. Figure 7 presents the strain range in the strand core across a strand calculated by FEMCAM for the ITER TFAS1 conductor. The wide range of strain variation is the result of large total bending strain. The ∼0.85% excess strain beyond the measured ∼0.3% strand irreversible limit suggests a potentially large number of broken filaments may exist due to severe bending.
Transverse Lorentz force: strand contact
Transverse compression on strands has been known to reduce cable Ic and conductor performance for over two decades. The Ic degradation due to transverse contact stress has been studied experimentally and the effect has been included into the newly developed cable models [23] . More detailed finite element analysis recently done by Schultz and Titus revealed that tension develops in the filaments as a result of transverse compression [17] . Since currently there is no analytical formulation available for describing the critical current degradation due to contact force at strand crossing, we use the polynomial fit obtained experimentally by Nijhuis and Ilyin, where the transverse contact stress is calculated from
The strand crossing angle φ is related to the bending wavelength L through the characteristic length L sin φ = 4.3 mm as described in [23] . The overall critical current reduction in the cable is calculated from the layer with minimum accumulated magnetic load in the maximum magnetic field region to the layer with maximum accumulated load in the minimum field region. We assume full current transfer between strands and add all current from layer to layer to obtain the average cable Ic reduction. The reduced critical current at each layer can be obtained by adding the localized strain due to pinching to the total bending strain due to magnetic load and the thermal mismatch. In FEMCAM, the reduced critical current at each layer is obtained by multiplying reduced Ic due to total bending strain and that due to transverse contact force as formulated in TEMLOP. Since bending is dominant, we expect a small difference in the predicted Ic degradation between the two approaches.
Self-field effects
The critical current of large-size conductors such as the ITER model coils strongly depends on the self-field. The self-field effect can be derived from straight comparison of the strand and the cable performance for non-degraded conductors. Wesche [18] defined the geometrical self-field factor based on the peak field and introduced an effective selffield factor for a CICC cable such that I (B eff , ε eff ). The self-field effect in FEMCAM calculation, however, is based solely on the geometric selffield factor obtained from B eff = (B peak + B center )/2 = B b + k eff I assuming measurement data are not available. For the calculation of local magnetic load accumulation, the average self-field gradient per layer is calculated from the cable I c and the cable aspect ratio c asp :
We assume a 1.4 T self-field gradient across a cable for the ITER conductor with a 70 kA operating current [20] . In FEMCAM, we use the strand core diameter to calculate peak bending strain in the filament region. The core diameter d f is calculated from the strand diameter d s and the strand Cu/non-Cu ratio c s as below: 
Correlation with first cycle performance
The FEMCAM described above computes the critical current degradation due to axial compression, bending and contact stress at strand crossing of a given CICC. There are several technical problems in calibrating FEMCAM results against experimental data from CICC tests and in interpreting their transverse load degradation. In a CICC test, it is very common that current sharing temperature, instead of cable Ic, is measured. To benchmark FEMCAM, we convert the measured current sharing temperature to cable Ic at zero applied strain, and normalize this measured cable Ic with respect to the expected cable Ic derived from strand data at a given axial thermal pre-strain. The axial thermal pre-strain is assumed to be −0.65% [14] for stainless steel conduits and −0.2% for Ti-and Ni-based conduits. We also use the geometric self-field factor described above. Some authors prefer to extract the thermal pre-strain from the conductor test [27] . We prefer to develop a prediction procedure that only requires strand parameters. Figure 8 presents correlation of the FEMCAM predicted transverse load degradation of Ic on the first load cycle with the measurements for various 'large' CICCs. The experimental degradation is determined by comparing the actual measured cable Ic at reference thermal strain values to the cable Ic expected from strand data at the given axial thermal pre-strain. The calculated degradation is obtained by taking the same sample state (i.e. temperature, field, transverse load) as input, but we calculate reduced cable Ic under thermal and magnetic load with respect to Ic at the axial thermal compressive strain. Most of the calculations were performed after the actual samples had been tested. The samples plotted with plus signs were computed prior to measurement. If the model was perfect and there was no experimental error, all the data would fall on the diagonal line. Given the complexity of the problem, the number and magnitude of the simplifying assumptions in the model, the potential for experimental error due to non-uniform current distribution and slipping of the joints, and the lack of another model that has been extensively benchmarked against experiment, we find the correlation to be adequate to enable us to design the hybrid magnets at the NHMFL. In addition, we were not able to get as good an agreement between calculations and experiments if we excluded either thermal bending or transverse electromagnetic bending. Thus we conclude that both Mitchell and Nijhuis are correct and both effects must be included in a meaningful model. For more on the implication of these results on the design process, see section 8.
The strand fitting parameters are given in table 1. Table 2 presents the input parameters to FEMCAM analysis. Recent studies indicate that the axial strand stiffness is important only for higher void fractions [34] . For simplicity and also due to the lack of strand modulus data, we use 35 GPa measured at NHMFL of OST strands as the strand axial modulus and 3.3 GPa as the strand transverse modulus. Recent ITER sub-size conductor tests in FBI provide a series of unique data for the understanding of bending strain effect on the Nb 3 Sn strand and the small-size CICCs [36] . The FBI test facility is operating at 4.2 K and it offers two ways to increase the Lorentz force, which increases the bending strain effect in the samples: either by stretching the conductor at 12 T or by testing it at lower field before stretching. The samples have three different sizes and numbers of strands (3 × 3), (3 × 3 × 5) and (3 × 3 × 5 × 4); three different void fractions (25%), (32%) and (45%) and two different twist pitches (35/65/110 mm) and (45/85/110 mm). Table 3 presents the input parameters to FEMCAM analysis of the FBI samples except the three OST1 samples A2 (3 × 3 × 5), A225 (3 × 3 × 5) and A245 (3 × 3 × 5), which are Saman26, Saman5 and Saman6 listed in table 2, respectively. Figure 9 presents the correlation of FEMCAM results with the FBI sub-size CICC tests, where only A1 (3 × 3 × 5 × 4) and B2 (3 × 3 × 5 × 4) have 180 strands and all the rest have less than 50 strands. The ones in red present samples with OST1 strand and the ones in blue present samples with OST2 strand. The strand data are listed in table 1. Please see Duchateau et al [36] for details about the conductors and test results.
Effect of conduit materials
Occasionally researchers have made CICCs with Ni-based (Specking'97, US-DPC) or Ti-based (SULSAM-Ti) jackets to reduce the thermal compression in the Nb 3 Sn strands. However, there is speculation that having small compressive strain is risky because transverse bending strain could result in high tensile strain in a strand with associated filament damage.
Our results indicate that there are three components of strain: thermal compression, thermal bending and transverse bending. When one uses a Ti-or Ni-based jacket, one reduces both thermal compression and the thermal bending strain compared with a stainless steel jacket. FEMCAM results table 4 for the SULSAM samples, one of which used stainless steel while the other used a Ti jacket. We see that the strain in the Ti-jacketed CICC due to electromagnetic forces is worse by 0.14% while that due to thermal compression is better by 0.39% and that due to thermal bending is better by 0.48%. Thus, the peak strain in the stainless steel and Ti versions is similar, both computed to be about 0.2% beyond the irreversible limit. This implies that the two conductors should have significantly different Ic values, but similar degradation, which was confirmed in the tests both on the first cycle and after 1000 load cycles. Figures 10 and 11 present the strain range in the strand core calculated by FEMCAM for SULSAM-SS and SULSAM- Ti conductors. Again, we see the maximum strain is ∼0.2% tensile in both CICCs: this implies they should have similar degradation. However, we see the axial strain is much closer to the peak of the Ic curve for the Ti version. This implies it will have much higher Ic.
Effect of bending wavelength
We do not know a priori what the bending wavelength is for any given conductor. The relationship between the twist pitches of the various stages and the final void fraction is rather complicated and we have not proposed any relationship between them. We have, somewhat arbitrarily, selected a bending wavelength of 6 mm for all the calculations presented above. One might wonder how sensitive the data we have presented is to the assumption of a 6 mm bending wavelength. Figure 12 presents the Ic degradation FEMCAM predicts for different assumed values of bending wavelength.
We see that, as the bending wavelength increases from 4 to 15 mm, the critical current typically increases ∼10%. For bending wavelengths decreasing from 4 to 0 mm, the critical current also increases. Thus, the minimum critical current appears to occur between 4 and 6 mm. The TEMLOP model predicts a much sharper rise in critical current as the bending wavelength increases above 6 mm than FEMCAM does. This is due to the fact that FEMCAM includes both thermal bending and electromagnetic bending, as shown in figure 13 . Given that 6 mm has been measured by both Bruzzone [12] and Nijhuis [23] , and that the results are not particularly sensitive to this parameter, we feel that assuming a 6 mm bending wavelength is appropriate.
Fatigue sensitivity
Additional performance degradation under cyclic load has been observed in a number of CICC tests over the past decade [10-12, 19, 24-28] . The impact of cyclic loading on the Nb 3 Sn CICC performance must be carefully evaluated in largescale magnet design. Bruzzone proposed a transverse load threshold in its relation to local void fraction for fatigue effects using the few available data with interpolation. Figure 14 presents the original Bruzzone plot and the speculative fatigue curve. Bruzzone speculated that conductors below the curve would not show degradation with cycling but those above the curve would show degradation with cycling. Figure 15 presents the updated Bruzzone plot with more recent conductor tests where colors indicate performance of the tested CICCs. Figure 16 presents the strain range in the strand core calculated by FEMCAM for Subsam2, pre-prototype and PITSAM conductors. If we define excess strain as the bending strain beyond measured strand irreversible limit, this model indicates broken filaments exist in all the CICCs. For conductors that worked well in cycling (i.e. pre-prototype and PITSAM), the model predicts a much narrower bending strain range beyond filament fracture than conductors that showed significant degradation (i.e. TFAS1 and Subsam2) under cyclic load. Figure 17 shows the increased degradation with cyclic loading versus the excess bending strain on the first cycle computed by FEMCAM. Even though cyclic loading is not explicitly included in the FEMCAM formulation, it appears that the higher the excess strain, the more additional Ic degradation occurs under cyclic load, with a critical value being 0.5%-0.6%. Figure 18 presents the measured additional Ic degradation with cyclic load against the number of cycles for various CICCs. It appears that for good conductors with <10% degradation at first cycle, the additional degradation with cycling is also small (<5%). For a not very good conductor, however, it seems that we need at least 400-500 load cycles to catch most of the additional degradation in a CICC test.
Design application
FEMCAM has many simplifying assumptions and does not try to predict index heating and the test data might have nonuniform current distribution and slip between the cable and the conduit due to poor joints. Nevertheless, we have not been able to find any other numerical model that correlates better with the experimental data.
We have used FEMCAM to assist in the design of the series-connected hybrids (SCH) under development. We started by developing a conductor design based on more traditional approaches. Then we ran FEMCAM to predict the degradation.
For the SCH there are three CICCs. FEMCAM predicts a degradation of ∼20% for each of these conductors. We then looked at figures 8 and 9 to determine what degradation we might expect in the magnet. Based on the scatter in these correlation plots, we expect the real CICCs will have between 5% and 25% degradation (see figure 19) . We then confirmed that the magnet will meet the design requirements with 25% degradation included in the calculation.
Then we checked figure 17 to predict where the CICCs would degrade further with cycling. We predict 0.24%, 0.27% and 0.28% excess strain for the low-field (LF), mid-field (MF) and high-field (HF) conductors, respectively. From figure 17 it is difficult to conclude much: however, if we only include data for 1200-2000 A mm −2 RRP strands as shown in figure 20 , it seems likely that the CICCs for the SCH might have low additional degradation with cycling.
We have fabricated short samples of all three CICCs and begun the process of testing them. We are optimistic that the CICCs will perform well enough to be used for the real magnet. 
Conclusion and discussion
A new numerical model of CICC performance has been developed based upon earlier work by Mitchell and Nijhuis. The new model combines thermal bending and EM bending effects, and it also includes effects due to filament fracture. The numerical results have been compared with experimental results of first-cycle performance for about 40 different conductor tests and fatigue performance for about 20 different conductor tests with good correlation. Additional performance degradation under cyclic load appears to correlate the excess strain defined as the difference between FEMCAM calculated maximum strain and the irreversible strain measured in the strand. Although not presented here due to space constraints, calculations have also been performed using thermal bending only and electromagnetic bending only. The correlation between these calculations and experimental results for the conductors was far worse than for the combined model. This implies that both thermal bending and electromagnetic bending may play important roles in CICC performance. However, CICC conductors are extremely complicated nonlinear phenomena and this new model is very simple. At present FEMCAM seems to be the only model that has been benchmarked against ∼40 different CICC tests with correlation adequate to determine a lower bound on the performance of an Nb 3 Sn CICC.
We list here several issues for future improvement of the model. Since we still do not understand the correlation of bending wavelength with cable twist pitches, a better formulation of bending wavelength is needed. We also need to replace the sinusoidal (2D) model with a helica (3D) model since the real CICC structure is 3D. A better model should also include the variation of strand modulus with temperature and the influence of jacket modulus. Moreover, the initial strand cooling down strain should be calculated from a detailed thermal model, instead of an assumed initial thermal mismatch. We also assumed that the EM load and EM strain are all coplanar, which is not true. Other important points include better modeling of the current transfer within strand and current transfer between strands, better modeling of the relationship of the impact of transverse pressure on Ic, etc. In the above list, correlation of bending wavelength with twist pitches is the most important task for FEMCAM to be a more practical tool for high-field magnet design. With more experimental data, we hope to address these issues in the future for better prediction of CICC performance.
Stiffness: tension versus bending for beams
To appreciate how strand waviness may contribute to strand bending, we use a beam of a uniform rod as a simple example. Figure A .1(a) represents the uniform rod subjected to (1) pure tensile force P T and (2) transverse load P B at the tip. We assume 6 mm bending wavelength and use the TFAS1 conductor cos θ for the strand waviness amplitude calculation. We also use a strand diameter of 0.81 mm as the rod diameter. The peak stress and tensile force for the first two load cases are
If we assume L T = L B = L = 6 mm, δ T = δ B , then σ T σ B = 5; P T P B = 300
for the rod with the same deflection. Although the stress in a beam subjected to pure tensile force P T is ∼5 times larger than the peak stress for a beam subjected to pure bending, the tension force P T is ∼300 times larger than the bending force P B at the tip of the rod. This indicates that the bending strain due to transverse deflection is far greater than the axial strain due to axial elongation of the rod for the same axial pulling force. Figure A .1(b) represents the uniform rod subjected to (3) pulling force P slanted at an angle of the rod's longitudinal direction. For a rod acting as a tilted beam similar to strands in a CICC, δ T = δ z cos θ ; δ B = δ z sin θ , the peak stress σ T and σ B as compared to that of the pure tension case are
In this case, L = 6 and a = 2 mm, and therefore
The maximum axial stress is ∼95% that of pure tension and the maximum bending stress is ∼58% that of pure tension. However, the peak stress is 153% of that computed assuming pure tension. This simple calculation indicates that, while the wavy strand is more compliant than a straight strand, the peak stress in the wavy strand is higher than that in a straight strand given the same applied thermal strain in the two cases. Section 3 above provides the stress calculation for a sinusoidal strand.
Closed-coiled helical spring-torsion
From basic beam-column theory [31, p 290] , for a closedcoiled helical spring where the coils lie in a plane perpendicular to the axis of the helix, the primary deformation is torsion and there are no bending effects. Torsion does not contribute to the observed conductor performance degradation because there is no evidence of strand sensitivity to torsion.
Open-coiled helical spring-bending and torsion
For an open-coiled helical spring [32, For an EFDA-dipole conductor, we have cos θ = 0.98 at 6 mm wavelength and α = 78.5
• ⇒ bending twisting ≈ 18.7.
Open-coiled helix-thermal bending strain
The thermal bending strain is estimated from
For TFAS-OST, we have ε b ≈ 0.22% (r ∼ 0.4 mm, R ∼ 1 mm, E ∼ 35 GPa, −0.61% thermal strain). For an EFDA-dipole, we have ε b ≈ 0.41% (r/R ∼ 0.4 mm/0.6 mm, E ∼ 35 GPa, ∼−0.65% thermal strain).
